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The bloody and cruel scene directly caused a shadow in their hearts. 

At this moment, they finally understood why the killers suddenly retreated? 

It turns out that it’s not that the killers are invincible, but that they are afraid. 

Afraid of facing the transformed lion, afraid of being killed indiscriminately by this 

monster. 

“Run…run!” 

At this time, someone shouted. 

The originally silent scene suddenly exploded. 

A large number of warriors began to flee, not daring to stay for long. 

They can fight the enemy to the end without fear of life or death. 

But the problem is, what they are facing now is a powerful and terrifying monster. 

In front of this monster, they are as weak as ants. Let alone resist, they will be eaten if 

they escape slowly. 

This is a life-threatening and psychological fear that is too much to bear. 

“Roar!” 

When everyone fled, the transformed lion attacked again. 

His limbs kicked off and he was instantly ejected. 

“Whoosh!” 



A blurry afterimage passed by, and with the same simple attack, a warrior running at the 

back was directly cut into pieces by the lion’s claws. 

Blood and internal organs were scattered all over the floor. 

quick! 

too fast! 

After transforming into a beast, the physical strength of the lion directly increases 

several times. 

He was originally a late-stage master, but now he is comparable to the great master! 

In front of such a terrifying monster, even a master-level expert will only be killed. 

“You evil beast! Stop being so arrogant!” 

The lion killed two people in a row, causing Dustin’s face to darken instantly. 

He shouted loudly, and while attracting the lion’s attention, he already raised his sword 

and stabbed it forward. 

“Roar!” 

The lion showed its sharp fangs, and then quickly pounced. 

After getting close, its sharp claws swung out and grabbed Dustin’s chest, trying to 

disembowel him. 

Dustin did not dodge, raised his sword and struck the lion’s claws. 

“Qiang!” 

Accompanied by the sound of gold and iron clashing. 

The lion was knocked back several meters. The sharp claws on its feet grabbed the 

ground and pulled out two rows of long claw marks. 



On the other hand, Dustin’s body shook slightly and he easily resolved the impact. 

However, when he lowered his head to look at the sword in his hand, he couldn’t help 

but frown slightly. 

Because at this moment, the sword in his hand already had several gaps. 

Normally speaking, with the blessing of Xuanqing’s true energy, even an ordinary sword 

can be used as a magical weapon. 

But the collision just now caused some damage to the sword blade, which was enough 

to prove the sharpness of the lion’s claws. 

He had to admit that the lion after transforming into a beast could break through his 

defense. 

To achieve this, one must be at the Grand Master level. 

A transformation into a beast actually allowed the lion to cross three small realms in a 

row, from the late stage of Grandmaster to the Grand Master. 

It’s really unbelievable! 

This… is the real monster! 

 


